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#1 Gauge likely payments based on volume of manufacture

Your manufacturing capabilities, and their relevance to 
the components within each power module 
manufactured and supplied

Commissions for helping to qualify and bring on local 
suppliers required for the client to received the required 
volume of power packs; in turn increasing your likely 
volume of payments

The volume of vehicle conversion services, refuelling 
services and new vehicle sales containing our 
technology purchased per month by the final client 
within your region 

Additional payments from a nearby metals processing 
partnership

Factors influencing your 
payments are:



#2 Become an exclusive supplier within a local network

Cell manufacture: our training packages will build 
on your existing expertise, enabling your technicians to 
manufacture large quantities of cells before transporting 
them to our nearby Mal HUB location

Metals processing: your licence could enable 
you to collect used modules from our MAL hub and 
extract the waste product for recycling: This will be 
completed in collaboration with our agent in the 
region to develop a supply chain for the sale of HPA 
and other products,

Case manufacture: our training packages will 
build on your existing expertise, enabling your 
technicians to manufacture large quantities of cases 
before transporting them to our nearby Mal HUB 
location

Storage and transport: our training packages 
will combine with your existing capability in stock 
tracking and layered security, enabling your 
personnel to store and transport manufactured 
items within a region

Which functions can I 
manufacture for?



#3 Receive additional commissions by helping other suppliers

Liaise with our agent in the region

Prepare your manufacturing capabilities using the 
training packages and data shared by our agent in 
the region over the 12-24 month period

Confirm the target volume of supplier payments 
expected in 12-24 months once manufacturing of 
the nearby client’s vehicle begins

Secure exclusivity within the region by choosing your 
licensing tier

Steps for becoming an exclusive 
supplier:
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Pricing & Terms of Payment

Your Licensing Payments will be 
charged as follows:

Your Exclusive Supplier Licence will cost between 
£10k and £100k per year per function, depending 
on your desired exclusivity within the region

Your invoice will be sent in PDF format, with your 
receipt processed electronically through our CRM 
portal. Payment advice slips are requested for transfers 
from overseas

Your quoted payment for your licence agreement will be 
paid in full prior to your scheduled onboarding date.

If you are also considering acting as the final client, we 
would strongly consider switching to a Level B 
manufacturing licence

Your Supplier Payments will be 
paid as follows:

Once the client enters a Level C Power System Licence, 
the first batch orders will begin

Quality checks are completed at the MAL hub and your 
payment is made within 90 days

Your manufacturing brief will be prepared based on the 
components you are licensed to manufacture

You will begin manufacturing the components over a defined 
period according to the required quantity
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Gauge how much you could earn

Visit our private page https://
www.metalectrique.com/function-licensing  to 
access our interactive tool Exclusive 
Manufacturer Payments Calculator

Select the items your facility can manufacture or 
service, and select the licence required for each 
function

See your total estimated earnings as an exclusive 
supplier for MAL

Set the maximum available volume of manufacture for 
each of your licensable components
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Begin as an agent and secure manufacturing exclusivity

We will discuss the same metrics and estimations 
provided by our online calculator tools, but within the context 
of your planned project 

We will discuss the information provided in your 
pre-qualification form completed when scheduling 
the call: this will touch on your existing manufacturing 
and service capabilities, and its implications for the next 
phase 

If you are in discussion with an agent within the region and 
would like to become an exclusive supplier, schedule a call 
to establish the following:

We will establish your planned start-dates for  

• Your exclusive license 
• The expected start-date of the client within the region 
• Your expected start-date for supplier payments 
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